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Abstract—Joint diagonalization (JD) is an instrumental tool in a
vast variety of applications such as blind source separation,
polarization sensitive array processing, and linear algebra based
computation of tensor decompositions. Among the JD families,
those based on successive rotations are a major category that
minimizes the adopted highly nonlinear cost function by solving a
set of simple sub-optimization problems. These sub-optimization
problems are associated with certain elementary rotations that
are performed over one or two rows and columns of target
matrices, and thus a lower-dimensional exhaustion is required to
cover and update all the matrix entries in a sequential manner.
As such, the time consumed in the exhaustion procedure is in
quadratic relationship with the dimensionality of target matrices
and would go extremely heavy when handling large matrices. In
this study, we examine and compare 3 parallelization schemes for
a recently developed successive rotation based JD algorithm. The
results show that these schemes can largely reduce the running
time of JD with almost equal resulting accuracy when compared
with the original version, when handling large matrices.
Keywords—Joint diagonalization, Successive rotation, LU,
Parallelization

I.

INTRODUCTION

Joint diagonalization (JD) has been successfully applied in
various fields, especially in blind source separation (BSS) [1],
array processing [2], and tensor factorizations [3-5]. Given a
set of complex square matrices {C1 ,C2 ,...,CK } with the
following JD structure:
Ck  ADk AH
(1)
where Dk are diagonal, k = 1, 2,…, K, A is the loading
matrix, and superscript „H‟ denotes conjugated transpose, JD
then seeks the unloading matrix W A1 so that
{WCkW H }kK1 are as diagonal as possible. In practice, the
target matrices Ck  CN  N can be constructed as 3rd or 4th
order cumulant slices, or 2nd order covariance matrices for
different time instances or time delays [1, 6, 7].
There are many existing works devoted to JD including
early ones which imposed orthogonality constraints on the
loading matrix (hence the name orthogonal JD) [1], and more
recent ones that considered non-orthogonal JD [7-13]. In
addition, several criteria have been successively applied to JD
problems including off-norm minimization, weighted least
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squares, and information theory based criterion, that are
implemented by some specific optimization based or algebraic
strategies. Among the above JD families, algebraic algorithms
based on successive rotations are a major category [1, 7, 1013]. In particular, these methods convert the highly nonlinear
JD problem into a sequence of optimized elementary rotations
over one or two rows and columns of target matrices, and
sweep these elementary rotations to cover all the matrix
entries in the sequential manner such that overall optimization
is achieved. As a result of this sequential rotation based
scheme, the time consumed in the exhaustion procedure is in
quadratic relationship with the dimensionality of target
matrices and would go extremely heavy when handling large
matrices. To address this problem, parallelization of these
successive rotations is considered by a few works in the open
literature [14, 15].
In this paper, we consider parallelization of a recently
developed LU decomposition based complex JD algorithm
(LUCJD) [12]. Unlike other JD algorithms of similar kind,
each elementary rotation involved in LUCJD only impacts 1
column (row) of the target matrices, which could be optimized
in very simple closed-form, and this nice feature of LUCJD
enables more flexible parallelization schemes in comparison to
other successive rotation based algorithms. More exactly, we
will introduce 3 parallelization schemes for LUCJD, and
demonstrate with simulations the behaviors of these schemes
with regards to both execution speed and accuracy.
II.

REVIEW OF LUCJD

LUCJD is proposed in [12] as the complex-valued
extension of the work in [11]. Off-norm minimization is used
as criterion for LUCJD, which is defined as:

W  arg min  k 1 off (WCkW H )
K

W

(2)

where W A1 denotes unmixing matrix, W is its estimate,
and C k , k = 1,2,…,K, are target matrices. off (G) 
2
1i  j  N | gi , j | measures the sum of squared norms of offdiagonal entries (off-norm) for G  CN  N .

The key idea of LUCJD is to estimate unmixing matrix W
with the following 2 alternating stages (till convergence to
reach optimization), using LU decomposition W  LU :

U  arg min  k 1off(UC kU H )

(3.a)

L  arg min  k 1 off( LCk LH )

(3.b)

K

U

K

L

where Ck  UCk U H and W  LU . In addition, both L- and
U-stages are accomplished by repeating following optimized
elementary rotations for all possible index pairs (i, j ) ,
1  i  j  N , (we take U-stage for example):

Ck , new  T(i , j )Ck ,old T(iH, j ) , Unew  T(i , j )Uold

(4)

where Ck , new and U new denote the updates of C k and U in the
current iteration, and Ck ,old and U old are the results obtained
in the previous iteration, k  1,..., K . T(i , j ) is elementary
rotation matrices for U-stage, which equal the identity matrix
except the upper-triangular entry  (i , j ) indexed (i, j ) . In
particular, if we define βi , j , p and γi , j , p as:

 βi , j , p


γ
 i, j, p


K

 C
k 1

k , old

(i, p)Ck,old ( j , p)  Ck ,old ( p, j )Ck,old ( p, i) 

(5)
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the optimal  (i , j ) is then given by [12]:
1

 N
  N

αi , j     γi , j , p    βi , j , p 
 p 1, p  i
  p 1, p  i


(6)

The above updating procedure also holds for L-stage, with
the only exception that i  j . A complete exhaustion of all
index pairs for both L and U-stages is defined as a sweep, and
there are N ( N  1) elementary rotations in one sweep of
LUCJD, that run sequentially. As such, the number of such
rotations would grow quadratically with the increase of N
which results in long computational time when handling large
matrices. To address this problem, we shall consider
parallelization of LUCJD in the next section.
III.

PARALLELIZATION OF LUCJD

To solve the above problem, a natural consideration is to
implement the elementary rotations in parallel fashion, and the
key to an efficient parallelization is the segmentation of entire
index pairs into multiple subsets for which the optimal
elementary rotation matrices could be calculated at one shot.
These index pairs (i, j) and (i, j ) in one subset are nonconflicting in the sense that calculation of αi , j  relies little on
the entries of target matrices that are updated by T(i , j ) . In
addition, noting that the (i, j)th elementary rotation in U-stage
would impact the ith row and column of the target matrices,
we could develop the following 3 parallelization schemes (in
the following subsections we only address the U-stage, same
reasoning holds for L-stage).

A. Column-wise Parallelization
The subsets in this scheme consist of index pairs with
equal column index j. More exactly, the jth subset is defined
as Cj {(i, j ) i  1, 2,..., j  1} , j  2,3,..., N , and elementary
rotation matrices associated with index pairs (i, j )  Cj are
calculated simultaneously. We note here that only a partial
portion in the calculation of αi , j is dependent on other index
pairs from the same subset to reach as much as possible nonconflicting requirement for subsets in parallelization. More
exactly, (6) could be rewritten as:
1

j 1
j 1
 N
  N

αi , j     γi , j , p   γi , j , p    βi , j , p   βi , j , p 
p 1, p  i
p 1, p  i
 p j
  p j


(7)

where terms  Np  j γi , j , p and  Np  j βi , j , p are independent of
other index pairs in Cj , j = 2,3,…, N. As a result, the main
difference with regards to performance between column-wise
parallelized LUCJD and its original sequential version lies in
the contributions of  pj 11, p  i γi , j , p and  pj 11, p  i βi , j , p that are
dependent on other index pairs. In particular, the portion of
these 2 terms is very little when j is small, and would go up
as j increases. On the other hand, by using this parallelization
scheme, only the 1-dimensional exhaustion over the j index
is required for each sweep of LUCJD, and thus the execution
time would be much reduced (in linear relations with the
increase of N) compared with its original sequential version
(in quadratic relations with N).
B. Row-wise Parallelization
A natural counterpart to the above column-wise scheme is
the row-wise one. Subsets are constructed by combining
elementary rotation matrices associated with index pairs
having equal i index (row index): iR {(i, j ) j  i  1,..., N} ,
i  1, 2,..., N 1 , and these matrices belonging to the same
subset are optimized simultaneously. Similar to the columnwise scheme, the original 2-dimensional exhaustion over both
i and j indices are reduced to the 1-dimensional one, and thus
significant reduction of running time could be expected.
However, it is important to note, when compared with the
column-wise parallelization scheme, that the subset elements
in the row-wise scheme are not non-conflicting and might
result in performance loss. More precisely, with index i fixed
and j distinct, all rotation matrices in the ith subset would
impact the ith row and thus the terms γi , j , p and βi , j , p in (6) are
dependent on (hence conflicting with) other index pairs in the
ith subset.
C. Diagonal-wise Parallelization
Comparing the above column-wise and row-wise schemes,
we note that subsets containing index pairs with distinct i
indices might be more favorable for parallelization as the
subset elements are more non-conflicting in such case.
Therefore, we could consider grouping index pairs along the
left-to-right descending diagonals as subsets:  Dj
{(i, i  j ) i  1, 2,..., N  j} , j  1, 2,...N  1 , and calculate the

optimal rotation matrices associated with these index pairs at
one slot. We note that the non-conflicting requirement for
elementary rotation matrices in one subset is partially fulfilled
similar to the column-wise scheme, if we rewrite αi ,i  j  Ω Dj (6)
in the following form:
αi ,i  j  

p i  j

βi ,i  j , p 

N

γ

p i  j
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i  j 1
p 1, p  i

(8)
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where terms  Np i  j βi ,i  j , p and  Np i  j γi ,i  j , p are independent of
other index pairs in  Dj , j = 1,3,…, N-1, and thus its main
difference with the original sequential LUCJD lies in the
contributions of ipj1,1p i βi ,i  j , p and ipj1,1p i γi ,i  j , p that are
dependent on other index pairs. In particular, the portion of
these 2 terms is large when j is small, and would go down as j
increases. In addition, similar to the above 2 parallelization
schemes, the execution time would be largely reduced
compared with its original sequential version. It is important
to note that this scheme is in principle analogous to the one
proposed in [14], in the point that the index pairs in one
subsets contain distinct i indices and j indices. The reason for
the work in [14] to let both i and j be different within one
subset is that the Givens rotations therein impact 2 rows and 2
columns each time. However, as is afore-mentioned, we only
need to let the i indices be different within one subset for
LUCJD as the elementary rotation matrices only impact 1 row
and 1 column each time. As such, the particular use of LUCJD
would enable more flexible parallelization schemes than other
JD methods of similar kind.
The subset segmentation for the above 3 parallelization
schemes is visualized in Figure 1.
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where g ij is the (i, j )th entry of G = WA , W denotes the
estimated unloading matrix and A is the true loading matrix.
The following simulations are done under the following
configurations; CPU: Intel Core i7 2.93Hz; Memory: 16GB;
System: 64bit Windows 7; Matlab R2010b.
A. Simulation 1 – Convergence Pattern
The 1st simulation compares the convergence patterns of
all competitors. We generate 10 target matrices of size 10  10
K  N  10 , fix SNR to 20dB, and draw PI curves versus
number of sweeps from 5 independent runs in Figure 2.
We note that the parallelization schemes behave almost
identically to the original sequential LUCJD, with only 1 or 2
more sweeps at times. This indicates that using parallelization
for LUCJD has little impact on the converging behaviors.
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Moreover, we use performance index (PI) to evaluate the
JD qualities of compared algorithms, which is defined as:

i  j 1



SNR  10log10 ( Ps / Pn )

the performance index

N



and the dimensionality of target matrices. Ps and Pn are
signal level, and noise level, respectively. Signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) is defined as:
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Figure 1. Subset segmentation for parallelization of LUCJD
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Figure 2. PI versus number of iterations, N = 10, K = 10, SNR = 20dB

B. Simulation 2 – Execution Time

SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we illustrate and compare the performances
of the introduced 3 parallelization schemes for LUCJD in
comparison with the original sequential version, as well as the
tournament player‟s ordering (TPO) parallelization scheme
introduced in [14] using simulations. The target matrices are
generated as:

Ck  Ps ADk AH  Pn N k , k  1, 2,..., K
NN

0

NN

(9)

where Dk  C
are diagonal matrices , A  C
is the
loading matrix and N k  CN  N is white Gaussian noise term
with zero mean and unit variance. K and N denote the number

In the 2nd simulation, execution times of all the 5
compared algorithms are measured against the matrix
dimensionality N that are varied from 10 to 50. We set the
number of target matrices K to 20 and SNR to 20dB,
respectively, and illustrate in Figure 3 the average running
time curves acquired from 100 Monte Carlo runs.
From Figure 3, we can see that using parallelization for
LUCJD could largely reduce the execution time when
compared with the sequential version. Furthermore, we note
that this merit would become more significant as N increases,
indicating that parallelization is more favorable for handling

high dimensional datasets. This observation is in coincidence
with our analysis in section 3, that using parallelization would
much reduce the execution time in aspects that its relationship
with N is improved from being quadratic to being
approximately linear.
Moreover, among the 4 compared parallelization schemes,
we note that the proposed row-wise scheme is the fastest, the
column-wise and TPO schemes ranked 2nd and 3rd fastest,
respectively, yet the diagonal-wise one is slightly inferior.
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Figure 3. Average running time versus dimensionality, K = 20, SNR = 20dB

C. Simulation 3 – Joint Diagonalization Quality
In this simulation, we illustrate the performances of the
competitors by means of PI values against SNR. We fix K =
20, N = 30, let SNR vary from 0-30dB, and draw PI curves
obtained from 100 Monte Carlo runs in Figure 4.

conflicting which is likely to result in performance loss. In
addition, we note that the diagonal-wise scheme performs
almost identical to the original sequential one, closely
followed by column-wise and TPO schemes. The above
observations suggest that LUCJD with various parallelization
schemes would perform almost equally well as the original
sequential version.
V.

Joint diagonalization (JD) is an instrumental tool for array
signal processing and computation of tensor factorizations.
This paper addresses the problem of parallelization for JD with
successive rotations for acceleration, and introduces 3 schemes
for a recently developed LU decomposition based complex JD
algorithm (LUCJD), termed as column-wise, row-wise,
diagonal-wise schemes, respectively. Simulations are
conducted to compare these 3 schemes with the original
sequential LUCJD, and the existing tournament player‟s
ordering (TPO) parallelization scheme, with regards to both
execution time and JD quality. Results generally show that
using the proposed parallelization schemes would largely
reduce the running time without losing the JD quality. In
particular, the row-wise scheme generates fastest yet least
accurate calculation, and diagonal-wise scheme gives the best
JD quality (almost equal to the sequential version) yet slightly
less efficiency (still much faster than the sequential one) than
other parallelization schemes. The column-wise and TPO
schemes perform somewhere in the middle of the 4 compared
parallelization schemes, with slight superiority from the
former over the latter with regards to both speed and accuracy.
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